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The enemy is making everything we are saying obvious on their own, as they have for time immemorial by now.

The "Media" are nothing but a jewish clique, which everyone here knows. Their job is not to 'inform', but to fake informing, pleasantly misinform, or outright lie to the populace, while they are creating the notions of thought crimes, and the 'mass mind'. The media nowadays are nothing more than the means through which the jews control the consciousness of the cattle that watches it.

They only 'inform' insofar it confronts to the following agendas: Waste the time of people from real problems, create problems that are imaginary, use fear and terror, create false ethics for the cattle. Such as how it is ethical and good to wipe out your own Race for example, and give your daughters to invaders for a quick buck.

The jewish media does nothing, and it never did nothing, but promote jewish tribal interests. For one, come with me and let's check something. How many people out there know about Hitler and the bad Nazis? And how many people do know about let's say, their national or town history? How many people know the plots of shows and how many do actually know that jews run the world for example?

This staggering misrepresentation is not any mistake. It's a jewish, created, instigated, and fully run plan. The jews have been wreaked havoc on their tools of mass consciousness control, and people are leaving them, so they are waging war on the freelancers and other free media outlets.

Of course, the "Media" are nothing but an extension of hollywood as well. When you pay real close attention to the numbers and many other things of the (((Media))), for the eyes of an occultist, you can see the jewish Kabbalah and many other things. For example, the number 60,000 is used heavily, same as other numbers tying to the jewish 6, which is the basis of the 6 million and many other jewish created lies.

The (((Media))) is nothing but a tool. The sooner the people understand this, the better. Notice how the media are mainly focusing on the negative, preach death and ignorance, and also endlessly promote the slave programs of christianity etc. Unless of course they are to promote the other programs of the jews, such as
multiculturalism, ethnic assimilation, racial death, suicidal behavior, criminality etc. Of course, the melting pot if full of different kinds of jewish feces.

The jews always complain about how the National Socialists used the Media, and that they didn't provide any 'pluralism' and anything else. Of course, they didn't have any (((pluralism))) in them at all. People just saw the specimen of their own race, read newspapers written by their fellow racial specimen, all of which had their survival, happiness and racial pride in mind. There was no need for any 'pluralism' in that case. The cries of Pluralism are where the jew complains about how they cannot infiltrate the sphere of consciousness of their victims, through their jewish propaganda and other things.

You see the jews are now crying for losing their numbers and control. Why? Because of the Torah and because of what this Shit does say: The jews are to rule the Goyim with a rod of Iron and the jews are to be the complete masters of the world. How dare the Goyim use the internet? Put sanctions on it! Raise Anonymity! Soon enough, it will be, behead them.

I had read in the past the plot and fast reading of Orwell's, 1984. The only thing Orwell got wrong was the date, it just started happening a decade later. This book was written for Stalin and his extreme control over Russia, same as many other things.

Orwell describes, except of kissing some jewish ass to get his book published, how things work when communists take over. History is abolished: both personal and impersonal. Laws cease. People disappear and die at night because of disagreement, and many other things. Of course, the jews whine that this was done by "Nazis", but we have lived long of that fairy-tale to know just WHO follows these methods. We know the Truth.

Now that we stated the word "Truth", "TRUTH" is the first thing that the enemy goes after, in the form of history. Imagine if you woke up tomorrow morning and your identity was wiped out. This is what Alzheimer and dementia does. One no longer exists basically.

A slave must have no past, no knowledge about their past, and definitely not a future. By controlling information such as this, and literature, and many other things, the enemy has destroyed the past. This is why the info that exists is scarce and needs a lot of digging to be found. The media do the history destruction and tainting on a daily level.

For example the jewish mindset of the Media is like this: "Integration is great. Since nobody KNOWS about the thousands of rapes taking place in Europe, and
since nobody KNOWS about this, nobody will CARE. If nobody will CARE, nobody will ACT. If they terrorize enough, those who will want to ACT will be PROHIBITED." Therefore, the jews will get their way just by mental tricks of the media. Until they bring about the Communist revolution from the backdoor.

"But who cares guys I have a whole Netflix to watch for this month. Maybe we stop the enslavement of humanity next year? I enjoy the life of a goy for now. I have a few things on my fridge, Netflix, and other goodies. It's not like at one point they disappear." -Cuckold who doesn’t know history 2017. For those who do know about History, they know that cataclysmic and sudden events can take down even the largest of empires. The ones of the jews, and also the 'good' ones of that liking.

Without stability, awareness, knowledge, and the will to fight and remove this social danger of the enemy, one will be destroyed. The jews are mainly crying because of all the Goyim on the planet, at some point the Germans did react with a ONE THIRD as violent reaction to the actions of the jews implied for THOUSANDS of years. Because they are like, how come these Goyim don't go to their death as we want finally.

The media are rivaling, or in some cases, even more powerful than governments. This was shown in the large on these elections, but thankfully, the Media have been ravaged. The jews for example love things like television, when they have control over it. When they don't, it’s "MUH EVIL NAZIS". You sit like a dumb-ass, in your great alpha brain waves, and you absorb what they throw at you. You want to do this? Then be conscious of what it throws at you. IF you are, then it cannot do all that much. You need to watch this on the ACTIVE, not on the PASSIVE, and with your DEFENSES up.

What's in the TV anyways really. The life of jewish celebrities, smearing for those who go against them, and a fake fishy lie that there is plurality. While all hosts are kikes or something. Then some cooking recipes so the Goyim can see rather than eat, and enjoy seeing. Then back to jewish celebrities. Did you not know about the new jewish book that has been written? Here it is, it appears in front of you as some sort of revelation.

These 'libertine' jews have invented the most atrocious tools of mental rape, subjugation, and mass control known to mankind.

Did you ever envision yourself in a Nazi uniform, or living in a society free of jews? Did you ever have a dumbest question such as why all the radio hosts that shape your mind are jewish? You're an ill goy... Here's Doctor Shekelberg sharing with you why you are anal retentive and need to change. Or be socially
ridiculed, and when the "Chosen time" comes, beheaded and destroyed in the
name of "freedom". You don't want to be raped, or have your kids killed? How far
more INTOLERANT are you going to be?

Because what are you watching again? PROGRAMS. They are called as such
because they PROGRAM you. Your mind may have escaped this, but if you take
a sneak peak outside on the mental zombies, this isn't the case for 95% of the
population.

They didn't invent these, but they invented how these can be used as weapons of
mass destruction of civilization. Like well, the atomic bomb. The problem with the
jews and the internet is not its supposed omnipotent power, but the fact that it
gives everyone the power of choice over the projections going in and within their
own MIND. According to the Torah and the Talmud, these are for the JEWS to
decide. So far the jews could, they would put a microchip in your optic nerve, and
project the Torah 24/7.

Torah mp3 begins every time someone questions or goes against the jews:

"IF YOU DO NOT WANT THIS YOU ARE A "BIGOT" AND A ((("FREEDOM")))
HATER!

YOU SEEK TO RESTRAIN THE WHOLE OF MANKIND!

YOU WANT TO HOLOCAUST HUMANITY GOYIM!

YOU ARE A BIGOT THAT SEEKS TO DESTROY HUMANITY!"

Because let's not forget just WHO is mankind in the jewish racial dictionary
and why do jews PLEAD about the humanity which they are, if you check
their actions, DESTROYING:

"The Jews are called human beings, but the non-Jews are not humans.
They are beasts."

- Talmud: Baba mezia, 114b

Do you get it now?

STAGGERING!
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